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4. EPISODE FOUR – LIFE DESIGN
4.1. COMMUNITIES

Since Solaris is situated far away from Earth the Solaris community only holds up to 10000
permanent residents. Therefore, developing relations and bonds and creating small communities is
greatly encouraged. Since people are split up into two different residential tori, holding 5000 each,
communities will be developed in driveways(each neighborhood holds up to three concentric
driveways), then in neighborhoods, finally in residential floors, and relationships between the tori
are encouraged as well, elevators being placed at every few hundred meters, and making the
connection between the two.
4.1.1. NEIGHBOURHOODS

Floor space allocation is explained in Episode One. Now, further attention shall be given to
neighborhood structure.
There will be 110 neighbourhoods on a tori, one driveway having 30m total diameter, the toal
diameter being 100m, it is implied that there is space for a total of three driveways. Three
driveways make a neighbourhood. One neighbourhood therefore has 24 houses, 2400 houses
existing on a tori(110 neighbourhoods) and being occupied by 5000 residents. The number of
houses will be throughly decided depending on number of families, social structure, etc. Finally,
space has been created for each inhabitant of the settlement, especially when considering that there
are two residential tori.
All life support for neighborhoods has their central headquarters in the storage level. If any further
space is needed for the main industries supporting life on Solaris, it will be situated in the “rays”
situated on the outside of Solaris, out of which three are occupied with the nuclear power plants.
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4.1.2. HOUSES

Houses on Solaris are space effective and designed considering the following criteria: space
economy, family members, personality of inhabitants, position, and space effective considering
green zones. Finally, two main designs have been considered: an apartment condominium and a
family house.
•

Family home

Exterior view 1

The family house has a small exterior backyard and two roof-top yards. Moreover, it is space
effective and provides sufficient living area for a family up to four members. All houses are
surrounded by spacious green areas.
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Exterior views 2 and 3
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Interior view

Interior walls are doubled for ideal thermal
and sound insulation. Heating is made
through walls and floors, in order to avoid
hazardous or space occupying methods.
Water pipes reside in floors and walls, as
well as the electrical ones.
Houses have two floors.

Since telephony, networks and Internet
connection are all made through Wi-Fi, a
huge economy in both resources and
space available is made.
The interior is decorated according to
personal preferences, but below a few
examples are presented.
First floor
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Second floor
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Apartments

Each condominium is made of ten apartments and four roof gardens. They are surrounded as greenzones as well, perfectly insulated to prevent heat loss. The walls are double as well, and although
windows may cover whole walls, they are thick and the house prevents any heat loss.

Although lying only on one floor, apartments are spacious, with a living room, a kitchen, bathroom,
three bedrooms and a hallway. Design and structure may vary, apartments made for only one person
being smaller with less rooms, etc.
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Exterior
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Examples of interior design and decorations are given below.
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Once the basic apartments are built, various “green” living based designs will be used for all
buildings on Solaris, such as the ones presented in the followings.
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4. 2. EDUCATION

4.2.1. SCHOOLS

A very important part of Solaris’ philosophy is expansion. The generations that are to come on
Solaris will build other settlements and realize the human race’s dream of expansion in space.
In order for that to be achieved, Solariens must be thoroughly educated. This will be done in
schools, as on Earth, only in order to promote and help children know each other and socialize.
Children will be taught courses by computers, which they will learn to utilize from a very young
age. They will have essays and homework, and curiosity will be encouraged. Children will be
pushed to read and obtain information on their own, bring interesting facts to class, etc. Solariens
will start school at the age of five or six.
Otherwise, the schedule will be similar to the one on Earth, only that at the moment in which they
will have completed eight year of studying, the final four will depend on their choices, involving
arts, or science.
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Schools are built on the same green-roof principle, and are surrounded by trees, etc. A small park
similar to the ones in the residential zone will reside by the school. An advanced educational system
is required for optimal evolution and improvement in the children’s’ thinking.
First class period (FCP), will take place between first and sixth grade, with a great variety of objects
being taught, with theoretical courses, homework, projects and hands-on based experience. Both a
human teacher and a protocol android will supervise classes.
After FCP, a repartition computer exam takes place, children being distributed to classes according
to their interests. During the Preparation Period, the seventh and eighth grade, pupils are free to
change their options if they feel they like another domain, subject more. From ninth to twelfth
grade, students are encouraged to choose their final specialization, their life-time career basics and
prepare. Courses are taught by androids, questions are answered by humans. Solariens are free to
choose up to ten courses an year, with a minimum of seven. Eminent students will be praised.
Another exam takes place in twelfth grade, students graduating school with a degree. A thirteenth
grade exists, in which they must decide the college they will apply to, and may choose an adult as a
mentor and counselor. For example, a future engineering student may choose a rocket scientist, an
engineer, electrical engineer, etc.
Finally, they are going to follow whatever college courses they prefer from Earth online—since
Solaris will be too small at the beginning to hold up a large scale university. However, a questionbased center will exist for students to ask questions and solve problems. After graduating, students
will apply for jobs, and be mentored for two years into experiencing the domain they applied in.

4.2.2. SOLARIS ZOO AND AQUARIUM

A thorough knowledge and cultural experiences are
encouraged. Therefore, Solaris has museums, an observatory
open to the public and a Zoo and Aquarium. Animals have
quite a long history in space exploration, starting with Ms.
Baker, and now Solaris’ zoo. Since animal rights are a very
important issue,
animals will be
transported in the
best
conditions
possible, and only when transport will be comfortable,
human and most of all, safe.
Solaris zoo will occupy quite a large area of the
residential torus, containing a small number of animals.
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Still, these have a large area available, a visit to the zoo resembling a safari. Since the research torus
is the larger one, space is not a problem when considering the animal’s comfort.

The photos displayed above were taken in AugustSeptember 2010, at Seattle Zoo, Washington State, USA.

As shown above, the zoo will host mammals, birds and fish. At the beginning, fish and reptiles will
be brought to space, and if everything turns out normal and safe, mammals and more complex
organisms will be transported.
An environment similar to their own on Earth will be created, large mammals as lions having a
large space available. It is most important to simulate Earth-like conditions for all resident types.

4.2.3. SOLARIS OBSERVATORY AND MUSEUM

The position of Solaris in space makes space photos and observations opportunities comparable to
Hubble. Still, space research opportunities will be discussed within the Research and Business
Episode Five. Solaris will have and observatory, available for all outer space enthusiasts. Since it is
close to the Sun, and this may obstruct the stars and similar possibilities, the observatory will be
situated on a platform that will rotate counter wise the settlement’s way of rotation, showing the
same, dark side of the settlement at all times, making observations ideal.

The picture displayed above represents Jupiter and three of it’s satellites, and was taken at the
Astronomic Observatory Amiral ”Vasile Urseanu” in Bucharest, October 2011.
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A further, more ambitious project implies space travelling in groups in small shuttles, a real travel
through space. Still, until space travel is not made less expensive, such a project implies great costs
and doesn’t represent a priority for Solaris. Museums will also reside in the research torus, and will
display samples taken of lunar soil, or others obtained during Solaris’ construction. Robots used in
construction, outdated machines, etc. will also be displayed for further generations that will
continue the space expansion of humans to see. Lunar rocks, asteroid samples, robotic parts will be
exposed. Earth museums samples will be brought to space, to Solaris, in order to remind people of
where they come from.

4.3. TRANSPORT
4.3.1. INSIDE SOLARIS
•

Private transport
Solaris is not big enough to imply permanent, heavy transport, and
besides rollerblades, bicycles, and other green type transports,
magnetic based uni-motorcycles shall be used.
Fluorescent paths all through Solaris indicate the presence of
magnetic charged metals, enabling the cycle to slightly float above
terrain. Moreover, the cycle is made of light materials. The cycle has
hard glass on top and bottom, the seat being made of transparent glass
as well. The cycle is endowed with lighters surrounding the whole
machine. Between the light bands, hard structure magnetic metal that
makes the system float is fixed in order to ensure resistance.

•

Public transport

Public transport is an important issue as well, being based on magnetic levitation. A typical bus
wagon may hold up to 20 people. Bus wagons come every ten minutes and have bus stops at each
elevator. They go in both directions in the tori, clockwise and counter-clockwise. Public transport
must be sufficient and comfortable. Robots are used for maintenance, service within the magnetic
levitation buses and repairing the auto vehicles. It is also free and does not require any extra cost,
work, etc. from the inhabitants of Solaris.
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4.3.2. OUTSIDE SOLARIS

Solaris has two scouts, and exploration ship and an emergency escape shuttle. These are just
models, an average of adjacent 60 shuttles existing. For space exploration and transport, the scouts
and the research ship appear to be ideal. The emergency ships are verified and checked for damage
periodically and are ready for emergency escape at all times, as safety is the number one concern on
Solaris.

4.4. HEALTH

4.4.1. HOSPITALS

Since safety is the number one concern on Solaris, an efficient and modern health system must be
developed.
The hierarchy of medical institutes is represented and organized as displayed in the scheme below.

"Kitty Forman"
Main Hospital

Donna Tori
Two Main
Hospitals

Eric Tori One
Main Hospitals

Neighbourhood
Red hospitals

Neighbourhood
Red
Pharmacies

Neighbourhood
Red hospitals

Neighbourhood
Red
Pharmacies

The “Kitty Forman” Main Hospital is situated in the research tori and has all medical subdivisions
necessary. It occupies a large area and helps maintain inhabitants’ health. All health care units are
directed by the general hospital. Jobs and patients are all taken care of at the knowledge and
information of “Kitty Forman” Main Hospital.
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The Main Hospital has a large number of subdivisions, presented below in alphabetical order.

Department

Beds

Number of doctors

Presence in Hospitals

Accident and
emergency

500

3

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals; Neighborhood
Red hospitals

Anesthetics

100

3

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals

Cardiology

15

2

Main Hospital

Intensive care

750

10

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals

Ear, nose and throat
(ENT)

10

2

Main Hospital

Gastroenterology

10

2

Main Hospital

General Surgery

50

5

Main Hospital

Maternity
Departments

200

5

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals; Neighborhood
Red hospitals

Nephrology

25

3

Main Hospital

Neurology

10

3

Main Hospital

Oncology

25

3

Main Hospital

Ophthalmology

25

2

Main Hospital

Ortophaedics

200

3

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals

Pharmacy

100

3

Main Hospital Tori Main
Hospitals; Neighborhood
Red hospitals

Psychiatry

200

2

Main Hospital; Tori Main
Hospitals; Neighborhood
Red hospitals
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Capacity is estimated for a worst case scenario, which is least likely to happen. Solaris also has a
very efficient emergency system, with medical emergency units in every hospital, no matter how
big or how small. Fast response is ensured. Medical care is free for all Solaris inhabitants. Medical
units will be endowed with computers and medical care robots, surgical equipment, etc. If
hospitalization is required, sufficient rooms are ready for patients in need.
At first, medicine and drugs will be brought from Earth each month, according to needs. As Solaris
develops and makes progress, medicine will be created and obtained from various chemicals, herbs,
etc. on Solaris in the research department. The table below roughly illustrates the needed
consumables in hospitals.

Consumables required

Quantity(kg)

Period

Chemicals

2,000

Every three months

Medicine

10,000

Monthly

Aid and care

12,000

monthly

Hospital furniture

-

Every five years

Very important is that the medical system will be automazed. Surgical machines will help improve
surgery techniques, robots will help with diagnostics. Moreover, each hospital, sports zone, etc. will
be endowed will small health check robots, analyzing various parameters and determining a basic
health check. The basic health check consists of the following medical scans, most being blood and
cholesterol, etc. related. One in every five health check robots will be endowed with a running band
in order to perform verifications on the muscular system and body resistance, so that it is unaffected
by the still slightly different conditions in space.

4.4.2. SPORTS

Sports are a great way of spending leisure time on Solaris. Sport areas will occupy a large area in
the entertainment zone on Solaris. The park (the large park going all through the entertainment level
and occupying half of it) has jogging alleys, and individual sport halls will be placed all around
Solaris.
An average of 5 tennis courts, 5 football fields, 5 basketball halls and 3 baseball ones will be
situated all across the settlement, on each tori. Moreover, sport, weight, aerobic, dance, ballet, etc.
rooms are available for inhabitants’ use.
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Pools and outside football fields, tennis courts are freely available to all the Solariens. Pools are
situated in the entertainment are, 5 Olympic sized and several smaller, heated pools in each torus.
An average of 30 minutes running, 45 swimming and 30 minutes of miscellaneous sport activities
must be completed each day. Still, the amount of time given to sports depends on each of the
inhabitants’ personality, free time, etc. Medical visits are required to be done by each resident, once
every two months. This happens although an environment similar to Earth is simulated because
lower gravity has huge impacts on bone structure, muscles, heart, etc. and health and safety is our
most important concern on Solaris.

4.5. ENTERTAINMENT

Entertainment is an important factor on Solaris space settlement, as it is most important that people
want to live on Solaris that they feel comfortable in an environment similar to Earth, safe, but
situated in space orbiting the Sun.
These being said, a whole floor is dedicated to entertainment, markets, shops, cafés, etc. Sports as
entertainment has been detailed and fully described in the Heath chapter of this Episode.

4.5.1. GAME ZONES

Games Zones are one of the most attractive ways of entertainment of Solaris. Games such as
bowling, pool, electronic games, paintball, laser tag, hovercrafts, and many other attractions will be
available. Two paintball arenas will be available per tori, two laser tag ones, five electronic game
halls and countless hovercrafts are available for rent.
Another wonderful activity in the game zone is
slightly more scientific and it involves star
watching, counting, etc.., with adjacent contests,
competitions and encouragement to discovery of
new comets, meteorites, and other space objects,
astronomy being of the few domains in which
amateurs are of great help.
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4.5.2. SHOPS, CINEMAS, AND CAFÉS

The scheme presented in Episode One, Design, explains the floors layout and the entertainment’s
floor layout. Therefore, it is known that besides the park and river, leisure zone, etc. a shopping and
entertainment area is available, with shops for food, clothes, accessories, electronics, and furniture.
Shops are scattered around the entertainment floor rather than a few big malls so that Solariens are
encouraged to socialize, make friends, spend time outside their homes.
Cafés are frequent as well, and so are cinemas, with 8 cinemas on each torus.

4.5.3. PARKS
Green zones are a vital part for leisure and relaxation with Solariens. Therefore, half of the
entertainment floor in each tori is covered in a green zone, with a central river.
River and Park details
The Riverian Park occupies half of the entertainment floor in each torus.

The river is 2m deep, at it’s deepest point, 5m wide, and having a length equal to 2πr, where r is the
torus’ radius, r=525.5, therefore the river length is 3300m.
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It flows by the help of pumps situated at the rivers’ bottom. The pumps push the water forward, and
since the river is circular, a cycle results water being kept moving. Every month UV water
sterilization takes place, and the river is thoroughly cleaned up every year. The river also serves as
help in thermal equilibrium, being kept cold in order to cool Solaris down. Its average temperature
is 7-12°C. The park being quite big, small wildlife such as squirrels will be gradually brought and
accommodated to the similar, yet new environment.
If squirrels adapt, birds
are to be brought on
Solaris after studies
show
that
the
continuous
angular
rotation does not affect
their flying or prevents
them from doing so.

If no damage is to be
brought upon animals,
inhabitants will bring
their pets, etc. with
them as well, after the
cats, dogs, fish, etc. are
cleaned and disinfested, Solaris being hygienic and pest free.
Besides the parks available for the inhabitants’ children, situated in the middle of the driveway,
similar, larger parks are distributed across Solaris Kelso Main Park. The parks offer picnic zones,
and areas ideal for spending leisure time outside. The parks are all different from each other,
ensuring fun zones, picnic areas, and fields large enough for football games, tag, etc.
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4.6. ADJUSTABLE GRAVITY HOTEL

4.6.1. GENERAL LAYOUT

The adjustable gravity hotel is situated in the research torus, and may hold up to 700 visitors. It has
rooms meant for half-g life and entertainment, and rooms for Earth delegates and visitors, which are
set to the comfortable 1g.
The hotel has 10 apartments, endowed with two bedrooms, a living room and a bathroom, 150
double rooms and 300 single rooms. All the rooms function as independent modules rather and are
distributed along the research torus, not concentrated all in one building. They may be apartments,
condominiums, and villa.

4.6.2. FACILITIES

The purpose of the adjustable gravity hotel is both to entertain inhabitants and to welcome visitors
and Earth Delegations. Any peaceful visitor is welcomed to Solaris. There is no charge for the hotel
on Solaris, since all of the system is based on people working together in order to make the
settlement work. Still, a differentiation is made, and engineers, doctors, architects or people who
work in larger amounts are rewarded.

4.7. CONSUMABLES

Consumables for hospitals and hygiene are described above. All other consumables such as
clothing, fibres or furnitre are produced on Solaris to start with and do not need shipment.

4.8. CHOOSING RESIDENTS

It is vital how future residents are chosen, and Solariens are picked regardless race or gender.
The first step is that no candidate with a criminal record is accepted. All candidates must have
finished a university, and be specialized on a domain, or more. The number of women and men is
equilibrated, revealing another similarity to life on Earth.
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Age and health, however, are vital. The chart below shows distribution considering age, and various
health tests will be performed on the subjects in order to ensure that they are perfectly healthy and
strong enough to adjust and live on Solaris. Demography and evolution of Solaris’ social structure
is detailed in Construction Episode, Inhabitance.

Distribution considering age
16-18
8%
40-45
12%
18-25
22%

32-40
15%

25-32
43%

The chart above, however, represents the best scenario. Residents will be chosen according to
situations presented below. First of all, all candidates criminal record in all contries on Earth is
checked. Only persons with a clear criminal record will be accepted on Solaris. Next, their physical
and psychological health will be evaluated. Group assesments in order to evaluate for behaviour in
society will take place as well. If they shall pass the three exams above, the candidates education
level will be assesed. University-level eduacation is the minimum, the more the specializations and
degrees, the bigger the chances are to be accepted on Solaris. Work experience in various fields is
important, as well as knowing different languages of large circulation. Considering the procedure
above, only top-scoring candidates are allowed to an interview, and finally, on Solaris. No taxes are
implied, all financing for Solaris shall be covered using the resources obtained in asteroid mining.
Domain
Engineer
Aerospace Engineer
Doctor
Architect

Percentage
30%
5%
20%
10%

Journalists, writers
Media
Economists
Artists
Scientits

5%
5%
10%
5%
10%

Rationale
Engineers and Aerospace Engineers
work with architects in order to build
Solaris.
Docotrs ensure the inhabitants’ wellbeing.
Making Solaris similar to Earth and
making solariens comfortable is vital.

Research is one of the primary targets.

Considering the fact that Solaris is a space shuttle situated in space, engineers and doctors will
probably make up the main part of the settlement’s population in order to maintain Solaris working
and to protect and take care of its residents.
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